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1. There are many known results on explicit orms of the fundamen-
tal units of real quadratic fields of certain types (cf. [1], [2], [3], [5], [7], [8]).
In this paper, we shall give a new explicit form of the fundamental units
of real quadratic fields with norm -1. Let m be a positive integer which
is not a perfect square and K be the real quadratic field Q(/). e0 denotes
the fundamental unit of K, N the norm map rom K to Q. We put

R_ {K" real quadratic fields with Ne0=- 1},
E_ {" units of K e R_ with N=- 1}.

Then it is easy to see R_= {Q(/a+4) a e N}, where N is the set of all the
natural numbers.. Fix now a unit = (t +u/)/2 e E_ (t, u0) for a

while, and we denote =(tn+U/)/2. t denotes (t /)/2. Since

t e+t, we have
__n+l n+ltn+ if- ---(Gn-q-n)($’-)t-$ q-t =ttnq-t_ (n_2).

Combining this recurrence and the fact t=t and t=V+2, we get induc-
tively t]tn+ and t.n+__t__4t (n_l). Hence we have obtained the follow-
ing elementary lemma.

Lemma 1. With the above notation, we have
(i ) t/ =ttn -- tn_l (n 2) and t t, t t +2,
(ii) t tn and tn 4t (n 1).

From this lemma follows"
Lemma 2. If t+ is a prime, then t=l and 2n+1 is prime.

Proof. If t_2, t/, can not be a prime by Lemma 1 (ii). Suppose
now 2n+1 decomposes into 2n+l=(2k+1)(21+1), where 2k+1, 2/+11.

n+, (+)+’ implies t+}t+, t+>4 andThen, from (ii) of Lemma I,
t.n +,/t. +,__> 4. Therefore tn + can not be a prime.

Examine now the .case t--l, From N-- --1 and t=l ollows um---5,
so u--l, m=5. Thus tn is nothing but the nth Lucas number v

{(1 + J-5-)/2} + {(1-- J 5 )/2} (el. [4]). Let P {p" primes such that

p=v/, n>__l}. If the set P is infinite or not is a famous open problem,
but we shall consider the problem how the set P is distributed in the set
of all the primes.

For any N0, we put
p(N)=the number of primes p such that p e P and pGN.

As usual we put
(N)=the number of primes p such that pGN.
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For any NO, denotes the real number (log N--1)/2, where
e--(l+J-)/2, n denotes the largest integer in , that is, the only integer
such that n<_rn+l. Then v/ satisfies the inequality

Vn+ + + __e+ (+ ,.
Hence, from Lemma 2, we have

p(N)gu(2n+ 1) u(2"+ 1) (log N).
From the prime number theorem, we have

(N) N (logN) logaN
log N log log N

Hence we have,

0< lim p’(N) < lim. n(log N) < 1 lim (log N)- n(N) -- n(N) log e - Nloglog N

< 1 lim (logN) =0.
log - N

Therefore, we have obtained the follwing proposition.
Proposition 1. With the above notation,

lim p’(N) 0.- n(N)
Hence there are infinitely many primes p e P,.
Let p be any prime peP, and put (p+Jp+4)/2=e, eE_. Then from
Lemma 2 follows that ,=e+’ has no solution with e E_. Obviously ,
can not be any square of e e E_ as N(e0=l. Hence (p+Jp+4)/2 is the
fundamental unit of the real quadratic field Q(Jp+4).

Theorem 1. For any prime p e P, (p+p+4)/2 is the fundamental
unit of the real quadratic field Q(p+4).

2. One can easily generalize this theorem as follows. Let k be a
given positive integer. For this fixed k, we put

P {p" primes such that kp e +’ +’},
where n is a natural number and =(t+t+4)/2 (t e N). If p e P, then
t[kp. Hence t=hp or t=h or t=k, where h lk (lgh<k). We shall inves-
tigate the explicit forms of the primes p e P.

(i) For the case t=hp, it follows kp=t+,t=hp(hp+3)p(p+3).
Hence }p+3. Therefore there are only finitely many primes p e P in
this case.

(ii) For the case t=h, a denotes the minimal odd positive integer
such that k] t. First we shall show any odd positive b such that k] t is a
multiple of a. Suppose b is an odd positive integer such that kto and

ab. From the fact = --e-’ follows
$b-2a b-2ab b

Hence kto_. Therefore there exists an integer r0 such that a<b--2ra
<2a. Then k[t(+)_=--t_(+)>O and O<2(r+l)a--b<a, which con-
tradicts the assumption that a is minimal. Therefore any odd positive
integer b such as kt is a multiple of a.
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For each h lk, we denote the above minimal a by a(h). Suppose kp-tb,
where p is prime. Then we have shown a(h) lb. Hence we have klt(h)ltb
=kp. Since the case t()--k is nothing but the following case (iii), we
may assume t()k. Then, from Lemma 1 (ii), t/k can not be a prime
or any ba(h). Therefore kp=t implies b=a(h). Obviously there exist
only finitely many h such that h lk, there are only finitely many primes p
expressed in the orm p=t(/k.

(iii) For the case t--k, in the same way as the proof o Lemma 2,
the condition t/ kp (p is a prime) implies that 2n+ 1 is prime.

Combining above (i), (ii), (iii), almost all the primes p e P are expres-

sed in the forms p (2n +1

__
2n 1) k, where e (k+/k +4)/2 and 2n+ 1 is

prime. We put
p(N)=the number of primes such that p e P and pN.

Then in the same way as the proof of the proposition, we have

lim p(N)=0.
(N)

Theorem 2. There are infinitely many primes pePs. For such

prime p, (kp+/kp+4)/2 is the fundamental unit of the real qadratic

field Q(kp + 4).
Remark 1. If we put the set R0={Q(/5)} and R={Qk2p+4)

primes p e P}. Then we have
R_==oR.

Remark 2. If k=2, then P2={2} U {the NSW-primes $2n/1}.
NSW-primes are the primes of the orm

$2+,= (I+/2 )"+’-{-(I---)2n+’

2
(see [4] Chapter 5).

(n_l)

Here the
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